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Summary
While the data is consistent with an ongoing economic recovery, some signs suggest the pace has slowed. The new expansion is
likely in a temporary soft patch. Consumer confidence has dropped sharply—survey respondents cite delta wave concerns and
consumer price inflation. The virus and associated supply bottlenecks are restraining recovery speed.
Thankfully, it looks like the delta wave has finally peaked in the US. The daily new case line has inflected down, likely finally
following the trend lower in Europe. And the effective reproduction number (Rt) is below 1 in most states and trending lower in
most of the rest. Vaccination is proceeding at around 1 million doses per day. 75% of American adults have received at least one
dose. But Covid and mitigation measures continue to dampen social and economic activity and delay a full return to normalcy.
Even given the ongoing Covid-related disruptions, pandemic-specific unemployment benefits have expired. As noted last month,
that may weaken aggregate demand near-term, but is likely needed to bring back the supply-side medium to longer-term. The
August jobs report was weaker than expected. There was no gain in leisure & hospitality jobs, a sector being hindered by delta.
Generally, it’s common to have volatility with jobs reports in a recovery phase. One report shouldn’t be overinterpreted. And the 3month moving average of job gains remains high.
On the fiscal policy front, Biden’s approval rating has been trending down, falling through 50% in mid-August—exacerbated by the
chaotic Afghanistan withdrawal. Larry Summers calls presidential approval the “coin of the realm” in terms of getting an agenda
pushed through Congress. Meanwhile, centrist Senator Manchin (D) has repeatedly opposed the size of Biden’s spending plan.
Biden’s window is narrowing as the mid-term elections approach. The Democrats’ thin majority is likely to revert to gridlock after
the midterms with the Republicans likely to take control of the House—a 70% chance according to prediction markets.
The medium to longer-term outlook for the economy generally remains positive. As always, the data and frameworks presented
inevitably don’t capture all possible risk factors in real-time. And the outlook requires constant reassessment.
Nick Reece, CFA
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Coincident Economic Index
Conference Board’s Coincident Economic Index (black) and NBER recessions
“The committee recognizes that the pandemic and the
public health response have resulted in a downturn with
different characteristics and dynamics than prior
recessions. Nonetheless, it concluded that the
unprecedented magnitude of the decline in employment
and production, and its broad reach across the entire
economy, warrants the designation of this episode as a
recession, even if it turns out to be briefer than earlier
contractions.” – NBER (6/8/2020)
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Analysis: We are currently in the recovery phase of the new economic expansion that started in April 2020. The recession (which is defined as
the contraction phase) only lasted two months. The Conference Board’s Coincident Economic Index aggregates payrolls, industrial production,
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personal income, and manufacturing sales. It does a good job of indicating recession end points, and was well ahead of the NBER recession-end
announcement.
NBER: https://www.nber.org/cycles.html
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U.S. Leading Economic Indicators (LEIs) Index
Conference Board’s LEI Index and YoY Rate of Change
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Analysis: The LEI index further increased in July (for the sixteenth consecutive month) and made a new all-time high. The move higher was
broad based and continues to be confirmed by the OECD U.S. leading index. As previously noted, the 2020 Covid-induced recession was the
®
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failed to signal an imminent recession (given the positive picture in February 2020)—that speaks to the sudden exogenous
shock nature of the Covid19 pandemic/shutdown. Framework: I’d get negative if the YoY rate of change moved below zero.
Conference Board LEI release: https://conference-board.org/pdf_free/press/US%20LEI%20PRESS%20RELEASE%20-%20August%202021.pdf
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U.S. Yield Curve Steepness
(10yr yield – 3mo yield)
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Analysis: Yield curve steepness was little changed over the past month. Prior to the recession, the 10yr-3m yield curve had inverted (meaning
the 3-month yield was higher than the 10-year yield) from May to October 2019 and again briefly in Q1 2020. 10yr-3m inversion has historically
Bloomberg ®
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indicator (with recessions historically starting 6-18 months after initial inversion). In hindsight, this may be one of the only
leading indicators that “predicted” the 2020 recession. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on this picture if the yield curve inverted.
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U.S. PMIs
Manufacturing and Non-manufacturing (aka Services) PMIs (Purchasing Managers Index)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: U.S. Manufacturing PMI was little changed in August. Both manufacturing and services PMIs remain at elevated levels. Chart
Framework:
I’d
get incrementally
negative on the business cycle outlook if the manufacturing PMI moved below 50.
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PMI is a diffusion index, meaning it’s a cross-sectional way to analyze incremental changes among various time-series. It aggregates multiple
indicators by examining whether they are getting better or worse relative to the prior month but ignores the magnitude of the change.
ISM Report: https://www.ismworld.org/supply-management-news-and-reports/reports/ism-report-on-business/pmi/may
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Global Manufacturing PMIs
Largest twelve global economies’ Manufacturing PMIs (Purchasing Managers Index)
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Analysis: Momentum has been decelerating in the global manufacturing sector. But eleven of the twelve readings remain above 50 (only Russia
is below).
Framework:
I’d get negative on this picture if a majority of Mfg PMIs move below 50.
Bloomberg Chart
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Job Gains
The Net Monthly Change in Non-farm Payrolls (grey) with 3-month Moving Average (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The August report was weaker than expected. There was no gain in leisure and hospitality jobs, a sector likely being affected by the
deltaBloomberg
wave.® The09/03/2021
3-month
moving average remains high (at 750k). It’s common to have volatility in job gains in the recovery phase of a new
09:52:09
15
economic expansion. Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on this picture if the 3-month moving average fell below -150k (the 3-month
average fell below zero coming out of the early 2000s recession and the GFC recession).
Latest Jobs Report: https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm
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U.S. Unemployment Momentum
U-3 Rate and U-3 12-month Moving Average
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Analysis: The unemployment rate fell to 5.2% (and the labor force participation rate was unchanged). Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally
negative
unemployment
rate moved above its 12-month moving average.
Bloomberg ®if the
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San Francisco Fed Leading Unemployment Rate (U-3) Model
Replica of San Francisco Fed Model* (grey) and U-3 Unemployment Rate (black)
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Analysis: The SF Fed unemployment rate model (grey line) is moving lower. I’m positive on this picture. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the
business cycle outlook if the SF Fed model line starts trending higher again.
Bloomberg ®
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*The SF Fed identified six indicators they believe are predictors of future developments in the unemployment rate: insured unemployment rate, initial claims,
capacity utilization, the jobs gap, the ISM manufacturing index, and private payroll employment growth. The model creates an average Z-score of these six
indicators. For reference see the San Francisco Fed Paper
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U.S. Labor Market Slack
Natural Rate of Unemployment (CBO est.) – Actual Rate of Unemployment
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Analysis: The estimated natural rate of unemployment remains below the current unemployment rate (4.5% estimate – 5.2% current reading),
indicating a large amount of labor market slack. In other words, it will likely take a while before the economy is “running hot” again. Pandemic
Bloomberg ®
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related
lockdowns
and fiscal stimulus measures have provided the illusion of a “hot economy” that will subside as the global economy
normalizes. I’m currently positive on this chart. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the outlook medium/longer term above zero.
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U.S. GDP Output Gap
Actual GDP minus Potential GDP (CBO est.)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The sharp Covid contraction created a large output gap, which has been closing rapidly over the past year. Chart Framework: I’d get
incrementally
negative
on the outlook medium/longer term with the output gap positive (i.e., above zero).
Bloomberg ®
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Atlanta Fed GDPNow GDP Forecast
GDPNow Forecast and the official QoQ SAAR from BEA
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Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg

Analysis: The Q3 2021 GDP forecast is currently around +4% —showing some deceleration in growth rate. Q2 2021 GDP came in at +6.6%
Bloomberg ® Chart
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(annualized).
framework:
I’d get incrementally negative on the outlook if the forecast falls below zero.
Atlanta Fed GDPNow report: https://www.frbatlanta.org/-/media/documents/cqer/researchcq/gdpnow/RealGDPTrackingSlides.pdf
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U.S. Household Credit Cycle
Percent of Household Debt that is Delinquent (3 quarter and 6 quarter moving averages)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The Q2 2021 data again showed a decline in delinquency rate. The recent data has been counterintuitively skewed: “Aggregate
delinquency rates have continued to decline since the beginning of the pandemic recession, reflecting an uptake in forbearances (provided by
Bloomberg ®
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both
the CARES
Act and voluntarily offered by lenders), which protect borrowers’ credit records from the reporting of skipped or deferred
payments. Note that accounts in forbearance might be categorized as delinquent on the lender’s book, but typically as current on the credit
reports.” – NY Fed Report.
NY Fed Report: https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/interactives/householdcredit/data/pdf/HHDC_2021Q2.pdf
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U.S. Consumer Confidence
Michigan Consumer Sentiment and Conference Board Consumer Confidence

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Consumer confidence readings dropped sharply over the past month, primarily on delta wave concerns and consumer price inflation.
ButBloomberg
confidence
readings are still in a general uptrend and the picture is consistent with the pattern in the early 1990s and early 2000s economic
®
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recoveries. Separately, it’s worth noting that elevated levels can act as a medium-term contrarian indicator. Chart Framework: I’d get
incrementally negative if both measures start trending lower on a YoY basis.
Conference Board: https://www.conference-board.org/data/consumerconfidence.cfm
U Mich: http://www.sca.isr.umich.edu
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Bank Lending Standards
Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey (SLOOS): Net % of Respondents that are Tightening Lending Standards for Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Loans

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Data from the Fed’s Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey suggest bank lending standards have eased on an absolute basis over the
three months ending July 31st. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the business cycle outlook if the percent of respondents
Bloomberg ®
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reporting tightening lending standards was above 10. It’s worth noting that this data only comes out quarterly.
Fed SLOOS: https://www.federalreserve.gov/data/documents/sloos-202107-fullreport.pdf
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High Yield Spread
U.S. High Yield Spread (vs 10yr Treasury Yield) with Trend Line

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The high yield credit spread declined sharply from its 2020 peak (on March 23rd, 2020 at 10.88). It has come down in large part due to
various
Fed 09/03/2021
programs
aimed at backstopping credit markets. The spread has increased recently but remains well below its March 2020 high.
Bloomberg ®
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Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the business cycle outlook if the spread moved back above 5.
*The high yield credit spread is the difference between the yield-to-worst on the U.S. high yield bond index and the U.S.10yr Treasury yield.
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U.S. Building Permits
U.S. Building Permits and 12-month Moving Average (thousands)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Monthly building permits (12m MA) have generally been rising rapidly, likely due to a combination of demographics and Covid-related
demand.
I would get negative on this picture if building permits moved back below the 12-month moving average for three months 5or
Bloomberg ®Framework:
09/03/2021 09:54:09
more.
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Checklist
Chart

Time Horizon

Per Framework Outlook on Business Cycle

LEIs

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Yield Curve

Medium Term

Positive

U.S. PMIs

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Global PMIs

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Job Gains

Medium Term

Positive

U-3 v 12m MA

Medium Term

Positive

SF Fed U-3 Model

Medium Term

Positive

Labor Market Slack

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

Output Gap

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

GDP Nowcast

Short Term

Positive

Household Credit

Medium Term

Neutral/Positive

U.S. Consumer Confidence

Short/Medium Term

Neutral

Lending Standards

Medium Term

Positive

High Yield Spread

Short/Medium Term

Positive

U.S. Building Permits

Medium/Longer Term

Neutral/Positive

Time Horizon

Overall Outlook on Business Cycle

Short Term (<6 months)

Neutral/Positive with medium uncertainty

Medium/Longer Term (6m - 5 years)

Positive with medium uncertainty
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U.S. COVID19 Confirmed New Cases per Day
U.S. Covid19 Confirmed New Cases per day with 7-day Moving Average (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Johns Hopkins, Bloomberg

Analysis: Nationwide new confirmed cases have increased due to the delta variant, but now appear to have peaked.
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U.S. COVID19 Hospitalization Rate
U.S. Covid19 Hospitalization as a percent of ICU Capacity

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg

Analysis: The Covid19 hospitalization rate has also increased due to the delta variant, and also appears to have now peaked.
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U.S. COVID19 Deaths per Day
U.S. Covid19 deaths per day with 7-day Moving Average (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Johns Hopkins, Bloomberg

Analysis: Nationwide daily deaths have increased due to the spread of the delta variant—hopefully/likely peaking soon as well.
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COVID19 Confirmed New Cases per Day: US vs International
Covid19 Confirmed New Cases per day with 7-day Moving Average in US (black) and International (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Johns Hopkins, Bloomberg

Analysis: New cases have been trending lower internationally, and the U.S. has likely reached an inflection point.
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COVID19 Confirmed New Cases per Day: US and EU
Covid19 Confirmed New Cases per day with 7-day Moving Average in US (black) and EU (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Johns Hopkins, Bloomberg

Analysis: European new cases have been trending lower for a while now, another indication that the U.S. has probably turned the corner.
Furthermore, the effective reproduction number (Rt) is now trending lower in almost all states: https://covidestim.org
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U.S. COVID19 Vaccination
U.S. Covid19 Vaccine Doses Administered per day (grey) and 7-day Moving Average (black) and Cumulative Doses Administered (red)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg

Analysis: Vaccination is proceeding at about 1 million jabs per day (the peak in April was around 3.5 million). The 7-day moving average (black)
has been trending higher over the past couple months. About 75% of the U.S. adult population has received at least one dose (but that also
means about a quarter of the adult population still remains unvaccinated). Just 53% of the total population is fully vaccinated. Booster shots will
likely ramp up in the coming months.
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COVID19 Vaccination Rates by Country
Percentage of Population Vaccinated

Source link: https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations

Chart - 9/3/2021
OPENCOUS Index (OpenTable United States ...
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Restaurant Diners Relative to 2019 Level
OpenTable Seated Diners in U.S. Percent Above/Below Same Day in 2019 (7-day Moving Average)

Source: © Merk Investments, OpenTable, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The above chart shows the percentage change in seated diners (meaning people actually sitting at tables) from the same day in 2019
(theBloomberg
baseline
year
(pre-Covid)). It declined 100% in March 2020 (the onset of the pandemic/lockdowns). In June/July the number had fully
®
09/03/2021 10:26:10
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recovered to 2019 levels, but has since declined again.

Chart - 9/3/2021
TSATTPCY Index (US TSA Checkpoint Number...
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Air Travel
Thousands of U.S. Airport travels per day

Source: © Merk Investments, TSA, Bloomberg
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Analysis: This chart shows TSA traveler throughput at U.S. airports. It went from 2.3 million per day in early March 2020 down to 88 thousand at
the low
in mid-April
2020.
It had recovered to about 2 million—but has recently been trending down due in part to travel restrictions regarding the
Bloomberg
®
09/03/2021
10:31:10
17
delta wave.

Chart - 9/7/2021
NWORVALU Index (FOF Federal Reserve US H...
NWORLIAB Index (FOF Federal Reserve US H...
US Household Assets
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U.S. Household Net Worth
Total Household Assets (green), Liabilities (red), and Net Worth (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Unlike post-GFC, household net worth has shot higher, now surpassing the pre-Covid Dec-2019 level by over 16%.
Bloomberg ®
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Chart - 9/7/2021
RSTATOTL Index (Adjusted Retail & Food S...
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Total Retail Sales
Total $ Monthly U.S. Retail Sales (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: After shooting well above pre-Covid trend, total retail sales have been flat to lower since April 2021.
Bloomberg ®
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Chart - 9/7/2021
PCE DRBC Index (US Personal Consumption ...
PCE SRVC Index (US Personal Consumption ...
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Consumption Expenditures on Durable Goods vs Services
Total Monthly U.S. Consumer Spending on Durable Goods (black) and on Services (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The nature of the pandemic/lockdowns and the fiscal relief created an above-trend surge in demand for consumer durable goods (e.g.,
Bloomberg ®
09/07/2021 10:25:10
1
home
improvement
related items etc.) and an understandable slump in services (travel and leisure, bars and restaurants etc.). This chart will
allow for monitoring a potential return to normalcy back to trend.

Chart - 9/7/2021
RCPPJBAP Index (Real Clear Politics Joe ...
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Biden Approval Rating
Real Clear Politics Job Approval Rating Average for President Biden

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Biden’s approval rating has been trending down lately, falling through 50% in mid-August—exacerbated by the chaotic withdrawal from
Afghanistan. Larry Summers refers to presidential approval as the “coin of the realm” in terms of getting an agenda pushed through Congress.
Bloomberg ®
09/07/2021 10:25:10
2
Biden’s window is narrowing as the mid-term elections approach. The Democrats’ narrow majority is likely to revert to gridlock after the midterms
with the GOP likely to take control of the House—a 70% chance according to prediction markets:
https://www.predictit.org/markets/detail/6892/Which-party-will-win-the-House-in-the-2022-election

Chart - 9/3/2021
Total Employee Compensation + Government...
USRINDEX Index (U.S. Recession Indicator...
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U.S. Monthly Employee Income + Government Benefits
Total Income + Benefits (black) and Recessions (blue bands)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: This continues to be an important chart. Fiscal policy support has arguably overcompensated for the loss of income (in the aggregate).
That
has likely
contributed to the recent above-average inflation as income increased while the real production of goods and services decreased.
Bloomberg ®
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It will be worth monitoring developments on this chart in the coming months as pandemic-specific unemployment benefits roll off.

Chart - 9/3/2021
NFP T Index (US Employees on Nonfarm Pay...
NFP T Index (US Employees on Nonfarm Pay...
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Jobs Recovery (now vs the Great Recession)
Millions of jobs relative to the pre-recession peak: Covid Recession (black) Great Recession (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Cumulatively, the recovery has brought back about 17 million of the initial 22 million jobs lost to the pandemic/lockdowns.
Bloomberg ®
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Chart - 9/3/2021
USJLPJLS Index (US Unemployment Permanen...
USJLTEMP Index (Number Of Unemployed On ...
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Job Loss
Temporary job loss (grey) and Permanent job loss (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Permanent job losses are coming down. They peaked well after the end of the last two recessions as well. In other words, this is a
lagging
indicator.
A lot10:26:10
of bears were suggesting that temporary layoffs would become permanent layoffs—some of that happened, but not much.
Bloomberg
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Chart - 9/3/2021
PRUSQNTS Index (US Labor Force Participa...
USRINDEX Index (U.S. Recession Indicator...
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Prime-Age Labor Force Participation Rate
Percent of Population 25-54 Working or Actively Looking for Work

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The prime-age labor force participation rate measures the percent of the population 25-54 that is either working or actively looking for
work.Bloomberg
The prime-age
participation rate is currently 81.8%, up from the April 2020 low of 79.8% but below the pre-pandemic level of 83.0% (Jan
®
09/03/2021 10:29:10
1
2020).

Chart - 9/3/2021
INJCSP Index (US Continuing Jobless Clai...
INJCJC Index (US Initial Jobless Claims ...
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Jobless Claims
Initial (grey) and Continuing (black) Jobless Claims (in thousands)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Continuing and initial claims continue to decline gradually and are at the lowest levels since the onset of the pandemic but remain at
elevated levels relative to the months before the pandemic.
Bloomberg ®
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Chart - 9/3/2021
INJCUITO Index (Persons Claiming Unemplo...
INJCSP Index (US Continuing Jobless Clai...
INJCCPUA Index (US Continuing Claims Pan...
INJCPEUC Index (US Continuing Claims Pan...

INJCEXB Index (Persons Claiming Extended...
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Continuing Jobless Claims
Continuing Jobless Claims Including Pandemic Programs (in thousands)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Total continuing claims, including all pandemic related programs, continue to gradually decline. The PUA and PEUC (pink and orange)
haveBloomberg
now expired.
®
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Chart - 9/3/2021
CFNAIMA3 Index (Chicago Fed National Act...
USRINDEX Index (U.S. Recession Indicator...
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National Activity Index
Chicago Fed National Activity Index 3-month Moving Average

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Chicago
Fed National
Activity
Indexan(CFNAI)
uses principal
component
analysis (PCA): “The Chicago Fed National Activity Index (CFNAI) is a weighted
average of 85 monthly indicators of national economic activity. The CFNAI provides a single summary measure of a common factor in these national
Bloomberg ® data…
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economic
Put09:57:09
simply, the index is the first principal component of the 85 series. If all 85 series were proportional to a single common variable
plus individual noise discrepancies, the CFNAI would be the estimate of the common variable that minimizes the implied noise discrepancies in a leastsquares sense.” – Chicago Fed. The index can act as a real-time recession warning indicator.
Source: https://www.chicagofed.org/publications/cfnai/index

Chart - 9/3/2021
SBOITAX Index (NFIB Small Business Taxes...
SBOIQUAL Index (NFIB Small Business Qual...
SBOIGOVR Index (NFIB Small Business Gove...
SBOIPORS Index (NFIB Small Business Poor...
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Challenges Facing Small Businesses
NFIB Survey Asking Single Most Important Problem Facing Small Businesses

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Quality of labor remains the biggest challenge for businesses.
Bloomberg ®
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Chart - 9/3/2021
SBOIEMPL Index (NFIB Small Business Job ...
USRINDEX Index (U.S. Recession Indicator...
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Job Openings Hard to Fill
NFIB Small Business Survey – Percent of Small Business Owners Unable to Fill Job Openings

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Job openings are hard to fill. This is likely in part due to financial disincentives from pandemic related unemployment benefits as well as
lockdown related life logistical disruptions (e.g., child care, schools, etc.).
Bloomberg ®
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Small business owners reported a record high reading of unfilled job openings with 49% of owners reporting job openings they could not fill in July,
according to NFIB’s monthly jobs report. Unfilled job openings have remained far above the 48-year historical average of 22%. “Small business owners
struggled to find qualified workers for their open positions, which has impaired business activity in the busy summer months,” said NFIB Chief
Economist Bill Dunkelberg. Source: https://www.nfib.com/foundations/research-center/monthly-reports/jobs-report/

Chart - 9/3/2021
ECGDUS 21 Index (US GDP Economic Forecas...
ECGDUS 22 Index (US GDP Economic Forecas...
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U.S. Growth Outlook
US Projected GDP growth for 2021 and 2022

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis:
According
to consensus economic forecasts compiled by Bloomberg, the U.S. is expected to grow 6.2% this year and 4.3% next year.13
Bloomberg ®
09/03/2021 10:34:10
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ECGDCN 21 Index (China GDP Economic Fore...
ECGDCN 22 Index (China GDP Economic Fore...
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China Growth Outlook
China Projected GDP growth for 2021 and 2022

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: According to consensus economic forecasts compiled by Bloomberg, China (the world’s second largest economy) is expected to grow
8.4%Bloomberg
this year
and
5.6% next year.
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Chart - 9/3/2021
CL3 Comdty (Generic 3rd 'CL' Future)
LMCADY Comdty (LME COPPER SPOT ($))
USGG10YR Index (US Generic Govt 10 Yr)
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Growth Indicators
Oil Price (Generic 3rd month futures), Copper price, and US 10yr Yield

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The trend in market-based growth indicators has been mixed to negative in recent months.
Bloomberg ®
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USGG10YR Index (US Generic Govt 10 Yr)
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U.S. 10-Year Yield Fair Value Model
Average of CBO U.S. Trend Nominal GDP Growth Potential + German 10yr Yield (grey) and U.S. 10yr Yield (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Many people are familiar with the idea that U.S. nominal GDP growth is a proxy for where the U.S. 10yr yield “should” be. The above framework
extends that concept to trend nominal GDP growth and incorporates the German 10yr yield. The U.S. can have volatile year over year nominal GDP growth, but
Bloomberg ®
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10yr Treasuries have an extended duration and so more important than any one year of growth is the general level that can be expected over the subsequent 10
year period. The above framework also includes the effect of German yields by taking the average of trend nominal U.S. GDP growth (about 4%) and the current
German 10yr yield (about -0.25%). In a world of free capital flow between the U.S. and Europe, German yields will likely influence U.S. yields. This framework
does a reasonably good job of providing an estimate of fair value for the U.S. 10yr yield as well as a framework for thinking about where the 10yr yield “should
be.”
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Global Services PMIs
Largest twelve global economies’ Services PMIs (Purchasing Managers Index)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Services PMIs were mixed to negative last month. The services sector (think restaurants and travel) continues to be affected by
Bloomberg
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39
ongoing
lockdown
measures.
The services PMI picture should improve more meaningfully as global vaccination ramps up in the months ahead.
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Global Manufacturing PMI
JP Morgan Global PMI Index (Purchasing Managers Index)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The recovery in global manufacturing continues but at a slower pace. The global manufacturing PMI index moved lower last month for
Bloomberg
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the third
month
in a row,
but remains well above 50 (i.e., in expansionary territory).
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Capacity Utilization
Capacity Utilization Rate and Recessions

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Capacity utilization tends to bottom when recessions end. In other words, when capacity utilization turns back up, that’s usually a good
indicator that the recession is over. In terms of the economic cycle, it seems that exhaustion of labor market slack always happens before
Bloomberg ®
09/03/2021 09:57:09
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exhaustion
of slack
in fixed capacity—and that caps capacity utilization from rising further in the late stages of economic expansions. That might
be the main reason it appears that capacity utilization has been trending lower of the last several decades.
Fed paper on secular decline in capacity utilization rates:
https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/some-characteristics-of-the-decline-in-manufacturing-capacity-utilization-20180301.htm
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U.S. Auto Sales
U.S. Auto Sales Seasonally Adjusted Annualized Rate (Sales in Millions of Cars)
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Analysis: U.S. car sales plunged in April 2020 but have rebounded strongly since. Demand has likely been helped by the Covid-related urbanexodus/suburban housing boom. In more recent months, sales may have been negatively impacted by semi-conductor chip shortages and other
Bloomberg ®
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This number includes cars and so-called light trucks (pick-up trucks, SUVs etc.)
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Global Trade
Global Trade Volume (black) and KOSPI Index (grey) (3-month lead)
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Analysis: the South Korean stock market index (KOSPI) seems to be a good leading indicator for global trade, and indeed preceded the recovery
in world trade that we’ve seen in recent months.
Bloomberg ®
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*On this chart the grey series is shifted forward on the horizontal axis to show the potential fit as a leading indicator*
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Leading Indexes
The OECD US Leading Index and the Conference Board US LEI Index
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Analysis: Both the OECD and the Conference Board leadings indexes continue to move higher.
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Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) Index
Conference Board LEI Index and U.S. Recessions
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Analysis: The Conference Board’s Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) Index has reached a new all-time high. To put that into context, the LEI
Bloomberg
09/03/2021 new
10:19:10highs after 22 months, whereas it took 137 months to regain new highs coming out of the Great Recession (i.e., less
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index
has® regained
than 2 years versus more than 10 years).
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Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) Index
Conference Board LEI Index and Monthly Change

Monthly Change in
the Subcomponents
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Analysis:
Conference
Bloomberg ® The09/03/2021
10:19:10 Board’s Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) Index has fully recovered from the Covid crash. It continues to make new
9
all-time highs.
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Global Leading Indexes
The OECD Leading Indexes for the US, China, Japan, and Germany
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Analysis: Leading indicators continue to move higher for the world’s largest economies. According to this picture, we appear to be in the middle
of aBloomberg
synchronized
global growth recovery.
®
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S&P 500 Earnings
S&P 500 Index 12-month Trailing Earnings per Share and 12-month Moving Average
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Analysis: Trailing earnings have strongly crossed back above their 12-month moving average.
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Historically, downside crossover of the S&P 500 12-month trailing Earnings per Share through its 12-month moving average has provided a
recession risk warning. But false signals are common as “earnings recessions” are more frequent than economic recessions. We are currently
coming out of both an earnings recession and an economic recession.
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U.S. Oil Production
U.S. Oil Production (million barrels per day)

U.S. shale
revolution/boom
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Analysis: U.S. oil production has bounced back somewhat from its Covid-related decline. But even with oil in the high 60s/low 70s, shale
producers (and investors) have been reluctant to ramp back to pre-pandemic production levels.
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Because of shale, the U.S. has once again become the largest oil producer in the world. Shale production combines two relatively new
technologies: horizonal drilling and hydraulic fracturing (fracking). The U.S. is the only country in the world in which landowners own the mineral
rights under their land (as opposed to the government).

Disclosure
This report was prepared by Merk Investments LLC, and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based upon
sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Merk Investments LLC makes no representation regarding the
advisability of investing in the products herein. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to
change without notice. This information does not constitute investment advice and is not intended as an endorsement
of any specific investment. The information contained herein is general in nature and is provided solely for educational
and informational purposes. Some believe predicting recessions is either impossible or very
difficult. The information provided does not constitute legal, financial or tax advice. You should obtain advice specific to
your circumstances from your own legal, financial and tax advisors. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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